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Introdu tion

There have been extensive e orts experimentally to synthesize super-heavy elements
(SHE) through heavy ion rea tions with suitable hoi e of proje tile and target nu lei. The
two main routes followed are: `hot fusion'
with a tinide target nu lei and highly asymmetri rea tion hannels [1℄, and ` old fusion'
with Pb, Bi target nu lei with moderately
asymmetri rea tion hannels [2℄. In all these
experiments, the ompound nu leus (CN) is
formed with relatively less neutron numbers as
ompared to that needed for the extra stability due to the shell e e ts. Another reason for
poor su ess of the experiments is that the rea tion jQj-value is mu h lower than (for `hotfusion'), or similar to (for ` old-fusion') the
Coulomb barrier (VCoul ) of the fusing target
and proje tile nu lei. Hen e, at beam energies
just above Coulomb barrier, the CN is formed
with high ex itation energy whi h is already
larger than the neutron emission threshold.
The radioa tive-ion-beam routes are also being suggested for produ ing ZCN  120. However, these rea tions will have severe limitation on beam intensity.
Symmetri

heavy-ion

ollisions

using rare-earth nu lei

There have been some attempts using
nearly symmetri ollisions, however, the results are not en ouraging so far. In the following, we revisit the near symmetri ollisions
involving rare-earth nu lei that might prove
useful for synthesis of old super-heavy nulei in the region of Z 120. The advantages
that these rea tions o er are: (i) VCoul < jQj
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TABLE I: Relevant data for the rea tion routes
using the rare-earth nu lei.

Z Z Q- Value VCoul

Rea tion
P
T
( CN CN )
154
150
Sm +
Nd 3720
(122, 304)
154
154
Sm +
Sm 3844
(124, 308)
160
154
Gd +
Sm 3968
(126, 314)

Z

A

(MeV)

S

n

(MeV) (MeV)

-377.5

373.9

7.1

-394.9

385.5

7.1

-412.2

396.2

7.3

value, (ii) Large g.s. deformations of both target and proje tile nu lei that might enhan e
near barrier fusion ross se tion by hannel
oupling and lowering of fusion barrier, Bf us ,
(iii) Good n=p ratio of CN, (iv) Stable beams
for large beam intensity, (v) Large elemental abundan es of rare-earth elements, (vi)
Large enter-of-mass velo ity for better olle tion of CN residues in forward dire tion, and
(vii) Low neutron ba kground at optimum low
bombarding energy.
Table I shows some relevant data su h as
the ZP ZT value, the fusion Q-value, VCoul and
the neutron separation energy (Sn ) for ertain
rea tion routes suggested in the present work
using rare-earth nu lei fusion hannels.
Theoreti al estimates

One expe ts that due to large ZP ZT produ t, fusion will be largely hindered. However,
for deformed nu lei there is no lear ut understanding of the fusion hindran e. Fusion-ByDi usion (FBD) model has been su essfully
employed in reprodu ing the measured ex itation fun tion for the super-heavy element synthesis up to Z =119 [3℄. In the FBD model, the
evaporation residue ross se tion ER for pro-
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FIG. 1: The ross se tion
super-heavy nu lei as a fun
rea tions dis ussed in the
X
:m: values for whi h
is shown to guide the eye.
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present work at for
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Z Z

du tion of a given nal nu leus in its ground
state is fa torized as the produ t of the partial
sti king ross-se tion sti k (`), the di usion
probability PDi us (`), and the survival probability Psurv (`) [4℄:
ER =

1
X
`

=0

sti k (`)PDi us (`)Psurv (`)
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(1)

The sti king ross se tion is determined by
the \di used barrier formula" based on assumption of Gaussian distribution of the barriers around a mean value [4℄ and for the
present rea tions at EX =10 MeV it varies
from 170 to 300 mb. In the FBD model, the
probability (PDi us ) that the system inje ted
at a point outside the saddle point a hieves
fusion is al ulated using the di usion pro ess
over a paraboli barrier, it is given by [3, 4℄;

p
1
PDi us =
1 er f H=T
(2)
2
where H is barrier height opposing fusion
along the asymmetri ssion valley, as seen
from the inje tion point and T is the temperature of the fusing system. At the exitation energy EX <10 MeV, the temperature T is expe ted to be <1.0 MeV but definitely >0.5 MeV. It is seen for the present
rea tions that the hindran e fa tor, H = 5

1.5 MeV and the orresponding di usion
probability is in between of 10 6 and 10 3 for
0:5 MeV  T  1:0 MeV.
As far as survival probability (Psurv ) is
on erned, it is seen from the systemati s of
Swiate ki et al. [3℄ that it has a very weak dependen e on the properties of ompound nuleus in ase of old fusion rea tions. From
their work (Fig. 2 of Ref. [3℄), we have derived
the value of Psurv for Z =104 to 119 whi h are
seen to lie in a narrow range of 0.210 4 to
610 4. Sin e the value of Psurv for the old
fusion rea tions is not sensitive to the ompound nu lear properties, we onsider a nominal value of 10 4 for the survival probability
for all the systems onsidered in the present
work.
Using the above value of Psurv and PDi us
to be 10 6 , the lower limit of nal ross se tions for the synthesis of super-heavy nu lei
for the present systems is arrived to be in
the range of 1.710 11 barn to 3.0 10 11
at EX =10 MeV, as shown in the Fig. 1.
The E :m: values for whi h EX =10 MeV inreases in the range of 385 to 425 MeV with
ZP ZT and it is re e ted in the behavior of
nal evaporation residue ross se tion as a
fun tion of ZP ZT . Even if we allow for some
un ertainties in the al ulations, the results
seem to be quite en ouraging for the Z  120
region. Present work suggests it to be definitely worth for experimental investigations
using rare-earth nu lear ollisions. It is also
ne essary to arry out full mi ros opi al ulations to understand the fusion me hanism
for these heavy systems.
We are thankful to Drs. S. S. Kapoor, A. K.
Jain (IITR), and V. M. Datar for many useful
dis ussions.
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